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TUESDAY TIMES
Weighing relevant priorities
A backdrop

A brief recollection of the outcomes
of using the Facilitating Decision
Making (FDM) process provides a
backdrop for further elaboration in
the starting point of the process.
Client individuality and nuances are
expressed through the weights
assigned.
Conflicting desires, competing
priorities and constraints are
confronted through enforcing sum of
weights equal to 1. A list of
meaningful and relevant factors to be
considered for the objectives, needs
and priorities are being captured.
Also a list of identifiable strategies
and plans can be drawn up for
evaluation. Relativity assessment
rankings and subsequent sum
product final scores provide
supporting rationale that will help
client make an informed decision.

Final adoption for implementation
may possibly consist of a blend of
strategies that have high sum
product scores. Methodology may be
re-applied for comparing similar
plans within a strategy. However, the
comparison factors may be different
thereafter.
But let us dial things back a little
and examine a starting point to
begin. This of course, assumes prior
steps of the financial planning
process has been applied.
What can serve as a starting
guide to the relevant factors?

When drafting an investment policy
statement (IPS) in accordance to the
CFA institute, 7 factors are to be
touched upon. Easily remembered
by the RRTTLLU acronym.
A discussion on returns inevitably
discusses expectations, the
minimum return sought and the
comparisons. Risks comes in many
forms nuanced to the categories,
asset types and even strategies.

Time horizons for different objectives are

What is a suitable reference

to be discussed and any constraints

starting point to weigh factors?

talked about. There has to be a match for
the timing of the future funding required.

Technical indicator exponential

Taxes can influence structure and

moving average can provide some

preferences. Different arrangements may

pointers with its mechanics. It fulfils

provide tax savings depending on the

the constraint of enforcing the sum

situation and trade offs have to be

of weights being equal to 1. The

considered.

exponential moving average gives
more weight to recent closing prices

Liquidity considerations need to be

than its cousin, the simple moving

talked about concerning access to cash.

average, which gives equal weights

The pandemic has revealed that advisor

to all observations of a given set.

representatives should be sensitive to

With reference to the image, notice

budget constraints which can reduce

the possibility that persons are at

future buyer remorse as well. Legal

liberty to set equal weights to certain

structuring can influence estate planning

relevant factors so long as the sum of

outcomes in personal finance. Rights

weights equal to 1.

pertaining to custody, ownership and
control may have considerable impact to

The individual is also free to set

be considered.

whichever factor to be the topmost
priority. The math is scalable to

Finally, there may be numerous unique

accommodate a variable number of

considerations. Examples in this area can

considerations.

include Shariah Compliance or the recent
trend of Environmental Sustainability and
Governance considerations. (Please refer
to image below)

Final words

The list of relevant factors can be so
much more depending on the
person being advised. The
combinations of the weights can be
infinite and subjected to changes in
future. Some weights can be equal as
well, as long as the eventual sum of
weights equal to 1.
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Lest we forget, there will always be
new innovative financial products
and strategies in future so there is no
best of all time, only best at that
point in time. Nonetheless a start
point to apply the FDM process,
serves as a guide for further tweaks
and elicit rational thinking. More
objectivity and lesser bias is good.
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